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Endeavour School recognised for supporting mental health
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Endeavour Primary School, based across two sites, was named a Thrive Ambassador
School to recognize its work on developing students’ social and emotional
development. In particular, Covid was noted as one of the majorfactors students
needed support over.
“Over the last year, we’ve had children who have needed a lot of support because of
Covid-19 and also because of a high number of in-year admissions.

“Thrive has helped staff to feel confident in supporting the children and making sure
their emotional needs are identified and met. We were over the moon to be named as
a Thrive Ambassador School and we’re already working towards our next Ambassador
School award,” said Gemma Hill, Head of Kirk Campus.
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Throughout the pandemic, mental health worsened for many, with a doubling of
depression amongst adults. A survey by Young Minds found that 67 per cent of young
people believe that the pandemic would have a long-term negative impact on their
mental health, with 75 per cent saying the most recent lockdown was the hardest to
cope with.
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At Endeavour, the school already had a focus on supporting their pupils’ wellbeing,
with activities including forest school and nurture PE sessions aiming to emphasise
collaboration and communication. It also has two school dogs, a chocolate Labrador
called Murray and a Cockapoo called Toffee, which act as support animals.
The school has now become an Ambassador School for Thrive after demonstrating it
was improving pupils development in environmental, leadership and relationship
factors among others. Staff received training in order to ensure that children have
better mental resilience.
Students say it has helped them, with one Year Six pupil saying: “In Thrive I have
learned about my brain and what part of it I use at different times. It helps me
understand how I feel.”
A Year Five pupil said: “Thrive is fun and I like leaving class to do different things that
help me to enjoy school and make friends.”
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Store faces weeks of closure following early morning freezer fire

A village store faces weeks of closure after a fire broke out in the early hours of this morning (June 14).

Continue reading 
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Revealed: The Hampshire restaurants with the WORST food
hygiene scores
By Megan Hinton
Digital Reporter

 @MeganJourno1
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Revealed: The Hampshire restaurants with the WORST food hygiene scores

Ever wondered the food rating of your favourite pub, café, restaurant or takeaway?

Continue reading 
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Weyhill woman celebrates 101st birthday after a lifetime of
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Reporter
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Weyhill woman celebrates 101st birthday after a lifetime of sports and family

A Weyhill resident has celebrated her 101st birthday this week after a life of exploring the world.

Continue reading 
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Teenager hospitalised with head wounds after two men assault
him
By James Ashworth
Reporter

 @JamesAshworth98
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Teenager hospitalised with head wounds after two men assault him

A teenager has been hospitalised with head wounds following an assault in Andover on Wednesday.

Continue reading 
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